
Toward a revision of North Pacific Yearly Meeting’s Faith & Practice 
 

 
Timeline for this phase of the work 
September 2009—Current material and questions to spark discussion go out to Friends. 

Material about Integrity in the current Faith & Practice, with discussion questions, goes out via the 
“clerk’s e-mail list” and is also posted to the Faith and Practice pages of www.npym.org. 
 

October-November 2009—Initial responses. Due date 11/30/2009 
All Friends are encouraged to consider the existing material on Integrity.  Responses that flow out of 
group discernment are especially valuable.  Comments from individual Friends are also welcome. 
 

December 2009—Responses are circulated by clerk’s e-mail and posted to the website. 
 

January-February 2010—“New Light responses.” Due date 3/1/2010 
All Friends are encouraged to read carefully and consider lovingly all other Friends’ responses on the 
topic.  If led, groups or individuals may send additions or amendments to their initial responses.  
Friends who did not send comments earlier are welcome to do so now. 
 

March 2010—New or revised comments are circulated and posted to the website. 
 

March-May 2010—Committee on the Discipline writes a “Concept draft.” 
The Committee will consider all the responses, follow up on sources Friends have suggested, and 
prepare a concept draft, which will be an unpolished summary of NPYM’s collective wisdom around 
the Testimony of Integrity.  

 
June 2010—“Concept draft” goes out for Friends to consider and respond to. 
 
Future phases of the work 
Concept draft review. Friends will consider and comment on the rough or “concept” draft of new and 

revised material on the topic.  Review during this phase will focus on content, not on language or 
presentation.  Responses will again be circulated by clerk’s e-mail and posted to the NPYM website. 
(July-December 2010) 

 
Experimental draft. The Committee will consider all suggestions received from the concept draft and 

prepare a more polished version of the material. This will become the “experimental draft” for 
Friends to use and “live with” for a while, both as individuals and as Quaker communities.  This 
phase will invite comment on word/prhase use, nuance, and flow of ideas as well as on content and 
structure. (Spring 2011) 

 
How to send responses about Faith & Practice drafts 
E-mail to qspiritt@gmail.com or mail to Committee on the Discipline, c/o Corvallis Friends Meeting, 

3311 NW Polk Ave., Corvallis OR 97330 
NOTE: If you do not want your response posted to the NPYM website, please say so specifically. 
 
Background information and resources available 
These documents are available on the NPYM website or by request to qspiritt@gmail.com: 

 Frequently Asked Questions—answers to questions about the Faith & Practice revision process. 
 Revised Outline for the “Faith” material in Faith & Practice—shows how the Testimony of 

Integrity fits in with other topics. 
Members of the Committee on the Discipline are also available to visit your worship group or meeting to 

discuss specific topics or the Faith & Practice revision process as a whole. 


